DISCOVERY OF TOURMALINE IN A
NORWEGIAN PYRITE DEPOSIT
BY
H. H. SMITH
WITH ONE TEXT f!GURE AND TWO PLATES

I

n the same volume (vol. IX number 3

4 of the "Norsk Geologisk

Tidsskrift" Oslo 1927), where I published my paper on "Discovery

of Tourmaline in a Norwegian Pyrite Deposit", C. W. CARSTENS has
also given a description of the occurrence of tourmaline in Norwegian
pyrite deposits. In his paper, which is published half a year later than
mine, CARSTENS refers to my paper and cites my expression: "Tour

maline has so far as I know never been met with in or in association with
iron-pyrite masses." Further and immediately after he states: "Im Kies
revier von Lokken im Trondhjemgebiet, ganz in der Nahe des von SMITH
erwahnten Kiesvorkommens, kennt man aber schon lange turmalin

flihrende Gesteinslager, die im unmittelbaren Kontakt mit jaspislagern
und kleinen Kieslagern vom Leksdalstypus auftreten (C. W. CARSTENS:
Der unterordovicische Vulkanhorizont in dem Trondhjemgebiet, Norsk
geo!. Tidsskr. Bd. VI I, 1922, s. 227)".

This statement, as far as I

understand it, refers to rock beds carrying tourmaline, and occurring

in immediate contact with layers of jasper and small layers of pyrite
of the Leksdal type. But tourmaline in pyrite and genetically connected
with it,

as I have found and described in my paper, has thus not

been found or described before according to the above statement by
CARSTENS.

I emphasized this discovery of tourmaline and attached

a certain importance to it with regard to the genesis of this special
pyrite deposit (see page 237).

CARSTENS also points out that one

could expect, that the true pyrite layers under certain circumstances
carried tourmaline and says further:

"Der Fund von SMITH scheint

mir deshalb in dieser Beziehung von grof.lem Interesse zu sein." But
later in the same paper CARSTENS seems to renounce his former
statement as he says:

"Der Fund hat aber nicht wie Smith meint
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irgentwelche Bedeutung flir unsere Auffassung iiber die genetischen
Verhaltnisse der hier in Betracht kommenden Kieslager."

Is it then

possible that CARSTENS will deny the genetic value of the occurrence
of tourmaline in the pyrite and still assert that this occurrence is of
great interest? What is this interest

and why has CARSTENS

searched for, noticed and described the tourmaline in the rock in
contact with jasper and small pyrite layers, and afterwards made
such utterances as this, that one even might expect, that the pyrite
layers carry tourmaline? True enough there must have been some
reason.

Personally I cannot see the interest in the occurrence of

the well known mineral tourmaline in a pyrite deposit unless it be
that it throws som e light on the genesis of the occurrence.

I maintain

that this is the very point of the matter, and I claim that my discovery
of tourmaline

in the pyrite itself

is novel and different from the

discovery of tourmaline in the neighbouring rocks. The present paper
gives further evidence in support of the views held in my former paper.
Since the publication of my flrst paper in the present journal
I have had the opportunity to publish a description of the occurrence
also in the Bulletin of The Institution of Mining and Metallurgy of
London, where the matter has aroused considerable interest.
paper

(in

(in number 267, 1926)

My

has been followed by a discussion

numbers 268, 269, and 271) in which Sir THOMAS HOLLAND,

president of the

Institution,

Dr . W.jONES, Mr . O. A. BROWN, and

others have partaken. Recently I have also given a further contribution
to this discussion by publishing descriptions of several specimens
collected during a second visit to the fleld and having the descriptions
illustrated by microphotographs of thin slides.

In doing this I have

followed and advice given by Sir THOMAS HOLLAND.
to

I am indebted

Dr. CARL B u G G E, director of the Norwegian Geological Survey,

and Professor Dr. V. M. GoLDSCHMIDT, for having the slides made
for me and to Mr. ARNE BuGGE, Government Geologist, for making
the microphotographs.

The

substance

of

the contribution to the

English Bulletin is in the main the same as that contained in the
present paper.

The reason for this duplicate publication is that the

English Bulletin is little accessible to Norwegian readers, and the
present journal is not commonly red by English mining men who
are interested in the matter under discussion.
I

will briefly refer to the results shown by the slides, but the

photographs here reproduced, figs. l to 5, wil explain more clearly
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some details.

The ores Iie within the Meldalen greenstone and in

the more schistose part of the great igneous greenstone formation.
The slides are made from the most typical samples of the rock next
to the pyrite layer in the place called "Turmalin-haugen", from the
pyrite layer itself, and from two other places in the surrounding rock.
The microscopical slides have shown the following associations
of minerals, named in order of decreasing amounts:
I.

Turmalin-haugen. Hanging wall. - Iron-pyrite and tourmaline,

plagioclase, albite, and some quartz.

The tourmaline is broken and

bent. The white mineral is albite. Pl. I, fig. l . magnification about
Il. Turmalin-haugen. Pyrite layer.

><

40.

Tourmaline and iron-pyrite.

Fine-grained rock penetrated by quartz lades and abundance of tour
maline needles.
Il I.

Pl. I, fig. 2.

Turmalin-haugen.

pyrite and tourmaline.
magnification a bout
IV.

x

Pyrite layer.

Quartz lades.

x

21.

Fine-grained rock. Iron

Breccia structure.

Pl. Il, fig. l .

21.

Turmalin-haugen.

and tourmaline.

Crossed nicols, magnification about

Foot wall.

Quartz, chlorite, iron-pyrite,

The needles are tourmaline which have crystallized

befare the iron-pyrite and are later crushed and re-cemented by pyrite.
Textfig. l . magnification about
V.

Turmalin-haugen.

x

40.

Foot wall.

Chlorite schist with tourma

line needles irregularly distributed within the mass of iron-pyrite
and the schist. The needles are more recent than the schist, as they
traverse the laminated structure.

See the right side of Pl. I l, fig. 2.

Crossed nicols, magnification about

x

21.

VI. Turmalin-haugen. Hanging wall.

Albite, chlorite, much mus

covite, quartz, much magnetite, a little tourmaline, and some titanite.
VII.

Turmalin-haugen.

Surrounding rock.

Chlorite, sericite

and quartz, with a little titanite.
VIII.

Surrounding rock from the same layer, but about l 000 m

off due east from turmalin-haugen.
IX.

Epidote, chlorite, and some quartz.

Surrounding rock from the eastern side of the valley.

Colourless chlorite, silicate that probably is an albite, very likely
some quartz, and much calcite.
The slides show that tourmaline is found as small needles within
the pyrite mass, and that the tourmaline has crystallized partly befare
and partly simultaneously with the pyrite. One part of the tourmaline
is crushed, broken up and re-cemented with pyrite, and the pyrite
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This fluorspar is mentioned

together with other

minerals under

Ytterøen mine in "Udsigt Over Det Sydlige Norges Geologi" by
Dr. THEODOR KJERULF, 1879

(page

pneumatolytic mineral, fluorspar,

237).

This occurrence of another

in our pyrite deposits, and the

occurrence of tourmaline of which evidence has already been produced,
bear out my assumption that th e pyrite deposits here mentioned are
of magmatic and intrusive origin, and I leave it to future investigations
to decide whether my assumption has been correct.
In the discussion, that has taken place in the Bulletin of the
lnstitution of Mining and Metallurgy, there has been produced evidences
for the occurrence of iron-pyrite and tourmaline in association in the
Kolar gold lodes, in connection with tin and tungsten deposits, in
conjunction with granites and pegmatites etz. And of further interest
to be known is th at in his intensive work on the Dartmoor Granite
in Cornwall,

Dr. BRAMMALL has recently found minute needles of

tourmaline in perfect pyritohedra, and also in globules and nodules
of pyrite, and has come to the conclusion that the pyrite crystals
represent an early separation from the magma; that the same magma
yielded tourmaline but at a little later stage in the cooling history of
the rock; and h as proved that both gold and silver occur in the
p yrite and also in the biotite.

In this connection I may refer to

what I have already written on page 50, namely that the tourmaline
has crystallized partly before and partly simultaneously with the pyrite.
In the same discussion the question h as been raised about the
occurrence of manganese ores or minerals together with jasper and
iron-pyrite in the Norwegian districts described by me.

I related

only my own observation about the occurrence of jasper in relation
to the pyrite lodes, but about the manganese, I said, that so far as
I knew, it had not been found in pyrite in Norway.

When I now

read in CARSTENS' paper about the occurrence of manganese in such
associations, this is quite new to me, and it is very interesting to
learn about h is observations. The results of the studies of the types
of pyrite deposits at Røros, announced by CARSTENS, will certainly
be received with the greatest interest.
memory that the late Mr. TRELEASE, once the manager of the mine, mmy years
ago told me about the occurrence of fluorspar at Ytterøen.

Oslo 25th October 1927.
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